The Black Attorney Affinity Group embodies the talents and strengths of Black
attorneys across the Firm, focusing on mentorship and networking, recruitment and
retention, pro bono initiatives, business development and client outreach.

Antiracism & Diversity Education

Conferences

Since May 2020, Weil has held 22 virtual programs for the
Racial Justice Speaker Series, including:

The Black Attorney Affinity Group Conference in New York
City brought together affinity group members from the U.S. and
London offices in July 2018 for career development, client and law
student networking, and strategic planning.

■

How to Be an Antiracist with Professor Ibram X. Kendi

■

Race Equality, Social Justice, Human Rights and Black British
History with Afua Hirsch (pictured above, right)

■

■

Conference Highlights
■

Client and Alumni Networking Reception

Bias: Uncovering the Hidden Prejudice That Shapes What We
Say, Think and Do with Dr. Jennifer Eberhardt

■

“Taking Ownership of Your Career” client panel and discussion
featuring Felice Gray-Kemp, Michelle Ifill and John Mbiti

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Day of Service with Baratunde
Thurston, host of podcasts How to Citizen with Baratunde
and We’re Having a Moment (pictured above, left)

■

“Career Paths and Lessons Learned” panels featuring Weil
Alumni and BAAG partners Adé Heyliger and Adam Banks

We look forward to the next in-person conference!

Weil requires all U.S. attorneys and staff to complete Annual
Mandatory Diversity Training. The 2021 training focused on bias
intervention and antiracism at work.
Weil offers programming with an intersectional lens:
■

Guest speaker Haben Girma, a Black woman who was the first
Deafblind person to graduate from Harvard Law.

■

Transgender Day of Remembrance Program with Imara Jones,
a Black trans woman who is the founder of Translash media
(pictured above, center)

■

Intersectionality with Kimberlé Crenshaw, a UCLA and
Columbia law school professor who is the leading authority on
race, racism and the law.

Diversity
Recruiting

Weil hosted or participated in
55+ targeted diversity recruiting
events in 2020.
The U.S. 2021 summer class was
44 percent law students of color
with 8% identifying as Black.
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In the past three years, 68% of partner
promotions have been diverse with 24%
of promotions being attorneys of color.
From 2015 to 2021, partners of color
have increased from 9% to 16% and the
number of Black partners have doubled to
9 representing 5 offices and 5 practices.

Weil’s Diversity Fellowship Program
awards progressive scholarships
with the first installment awarded
as a summer associate and second
upon acceptance of a full-time offer.
Since 2011, the Firm has awarded 70
fellowships.

BAAG hosted multiple
virtual programs for summer
associates in 2021, including a
Family Feud-style game night
and a caviar tasting. Summers
also participated in virtual
mentoring groups with BAAG
attorneys from different offices
and practice groups and met
with the group’s Management
Committee sponsor.

External Racial Justice Commitments

Client & Alumni Development

Weil aims to serve the community through the sponsorship
of several organizations as part of our ongoing Racial Justice
Initiative, including:
■

Boston University Center for Antiracist Research

■

Equal Justice Initiative

■

Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under the Law

■

NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund

■

National Urban League

Other external sponsorships include:
■

■

Weil was one of the first law firms to join the Law Firm
Antiracism Alliance (LFAA), whose mission is to leverage the
resources of the private bar to promote racial equity in the law.
Weil’s Racial Justice Fellowship was developed to provide
associates the opportunity to participate in full-time six-month
long pro bono fellowships. The Firm’s first non-profit partner is
the Institute for American Police Reform (IAPR).

Internal Racial Justice Initiatives
BLAST (Black Lawyers Achieving Success Together) is a new
leadership and business development initiative launched in 2021.
Modeled on the TOWER pilot programs for women’s leadership,
the initiative invests in participants through Management
Committee Sponsors, individualized business plans, executive
coaches, and group leadership sessions. To date, there are three
BLAST programs dedicated to Black senior attorneys, mid-and
junior-level associates and partner mentors.
Two advisory boards were formed in 2021 to work with Executive
Partner Barry Wolf. One is composed of Black partners, and the
other of Black counsel and associates in the U.S. and London.
These advisory boards advise on a range of issues of importance
to the Firm, including but not limited to diversity-related topics.

In the past, BAAG has hosted a number of events to network with
clients and alumni, including:
■

London BAAG hosted the Black British Classical Foundation,
featuring opera singers and a Q&A with BBCF founder
Vincent Osborne (pictured above)

■

Dinner with SoundCloud General Counsel Antonious Porch
with WeilPride (LGBTQ+ affinity group) (pictured above)

■

Intimate dinner for Silicon Valley clients (co-hosted
with WeilLatinx)

■

Special pre-screening of Harriet for clients in New York

■

Lunch with NBCU General Counsel Kimberley Harris
in New York (co-hosted by Women@Weil)

■

“Influence in the Board Room” (hosted by BAAG London),
a program to provide insights into board director requirements
and tips on how to obtain board roles

Associate of Color Mentoring Circles
BAAG members participate in associate of color mentoring
circles, which supplement the existing mentoring program for
associates who seek additional access to partners as advisors
and role models. The circles foster peer mentoring and provide
a forum to discuss diversity topics at the Firm. The Black Affinity
Group created two Zoom mentoring circles to stay connected
during the pandemic.

David Lender is the Management Committee Sponsor for The Black Attorney Affinity Group.
Management
Committee
Management Committee
Sponsors demonstrate
the strength of our
leadership commitment.
These appointed senior
leaders serve as sponsors
to affinity groups for
which they are not
already a member.
They are charged with
understanding key issues
the group members
face and advocating for
necessary change.
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